The existing procedures for structural equation modelling involve in goodness of fit test for the sample covariance matrix by the structural model can no longer work in high dimensional datasets. The sample covariance can easily be influenced by outlier's presence in the datasets. This affect the estimation of the sample mean and sample covariance not being accurate and as well cause inefficiency in the computation. Therefore, there is need to suggest a robust covariance estimator the 1 -median with Weiszfeld algorithm that will resolve the outliers problem in high dimensional dataset. This test is subjected to conditions of sample size ( ), variables ( ) percentages of outliers ( ) with = 0.05. Simulation study carried out and the results show that when variable is minor both test performed but the new robust covariance test is better. At both middle and greater variables the existing test cannot compute the rate when > cases. Generally, the results shows that the newly incorporated robust covariance test performed better compare to the existing test.
Introduction
The original methods for structural equation model include fitting the regular sample covariance matrix by a suggested maximum likelihood structural model. Since the assumption of normality required in the original estimation methods is frequently not satisfied in high dimensional datasets, Huber (1964) . When number of observation, ( ) is larger than the sample size, ( ). The sample covariance matrix is easily influenced by a few outliers present, the usual exercise of modeling the sample covariance matrix can lead to inaccurate estimates as well as overestimated fit in high dimensional cases. Hence, causing the inability of the model to provide adequate fit or statistical explanation. However, when outliers exist in the data, the use of sample mean vector will result in poor estimation. Thus, we need estimators which are robust to the existence of outliers to resolve the problem. In this research, in order to overcome these problem, several literatures are presented in statistics that highlight the importance of robustness of the sample covariance matrices. A wide range of robust estimators of multivariate location and scatter are available.
Some of them are based on the minimization of a robust scale of Mahalanobis distance such as Mestimator (Campbell, 1980) , minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE), minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimates {Rousseeuw & Driessen, 1999 , Pison, Van Aelst & Willems, 2003 , S-estimates (Davies, 1987) , and -estimates (Bianco & Boente, 2002) . Others are based on projections, for example, the Stahel-Donoho estimate (SDE), P-estimates (Maronna, Stahel, & Yohai, 1992) and Kurtosis1 (Pena & Prieto, 2001 ). But, the minimum volume ellipsoid (MVE) and minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimator introduced by Rousseeuw (1984; 1985) has received a considerable attention by scientific community and widely used in practice. For high dimensional data computing, the MVE takes too much time and find it challenging to resolve the outlier's problem. Therefore, we proposed a modification of ML-test by incorporating the Weiszfeld's algorithm covariance matrix (Vardi & Zhang, 2000 Cardot & Godichon-Baggioni, 2017 , for developing a new robust covariance matrix in the presence of outliers. To resolve the outlier's problem in high dimensional data sets. The most useful model in data analysis and outliers in high dimension is possibly the modelling of data by high dimensional data set with the median Weiszfeld's algorithm covariance matrix they are provably immune to outliers. Given data with a large fraction of extreme outliers, a robust estimator guarantees the returned value is still within the non-outlier part of the data (Tang & Phillips, 2016 and Arrigoni, Rossi, Fragneto & Fusiello, 2018) .
Methodology
Mathematically, the original ML-test is given as:
where (θ) is the variance structure, θ estimated parameters, is the trace of a matrix, sample variance matrix, θ −1 inverse of a matrix, endogenous latent factors observation, and the exogenous latent factors observation (Bollen, Kirby, Curran, Paxton & Chen, 2007) . The sample covariance matrix is most often assumed as the estimate of the population covariance matrix is most often assumed for this purposes is as:
where x ̅ = ∑ x (i) /n is the mean of the sample covariance matrix. In order to develop robust ML-test with SEM denoted by ML SEM , the covariance of 1 -Weiszfeld, 1 −Weiszfeld where = 1, 2, … , is replaced into Equation 1. Therefore, the test now become the following,
Where
is the pooled sample covariance matrix of 1 -Weiszfeld estimator.
1 − Weiszfeld( ) is the number of subgroup where the stability of matrices is hypothesized. = 1 + 2 + ⋯ + 1 −Weiszfeld ; = -th sample size. The measure of estimation that is performed in ML-test is the Type I error test rate on equation 1 and 3. The original test now become SEM -test and modified SEM -test, we be compared in terms performance.
Results and Discussions
The main result is on robust covariance goodness of fit test in the presence of outliers. We compare original ML -test and modified ML SEM -test in terms of Type I error rate. For each of the test 3 types of data contaminations are used to examine the strength and weakness of the tests. Also, all these tests have been open to various conditions which are number of variables ( ), sample size ( ), percentage of outliers ( ) and Mean Shift ( ). The summary of test comparison are in form of table. Start with sample size ( ), in the first column in each of the table, followed by percentage of outliers ( ) and Mean Shift ( ). The following two columns detailed the Type I error rate of ML -test and the modified ML SEM -test examined at different sample sizes in the study. The values that is closest to the significance level and within [0.025-0.075] are shaded in the tables with green and pink colours, whereas red colours denotes results cannot be computed. In addition, Table 3 .1 to 3.6 recorded the Type I error rate for each condition are arranged based on the ascending number of variables, specifically, minor, middle and greater variables ( = 15 and 18, = 20 and 25, = 30 and 50, respectively, = 10, 20, 30, 40,50, 60 and 70 with = 0.05. -test is more robust compare to ML SEM -test and performed very well 24 out of 30 fall within the robust interval. In Table 3 -test is more robust compare to ML SEM -test and performed very well 23 out of 30 fall within the robust interval. -test is more robust compare to ML SEM -test and performed very well 19 out of 30 fall within the robust interval.
Type I Error for Minor Number of Variables (
In Table 3 .6. The Type I error rate of ML SEM -test fall within the interval in blue colour when = 50, all the conditions are not robust. Similarly, for ML SEM -test shaded in green, when = 0 and = 0, when = 30, 40 and 70, also, when = 10 and = 3 and 5 only when = 40 and 70, when = 20 and = 3 and 5 only when = 30, 40 and 70. From the results, it shows that ML SEMtest performed worst 30 out of 30 conditions are non-robust. Also, ML SEM -test is more robust compare to ML SEM -test and performed very well 19 out of 30 fall within the robust interval. -test fall within the robust interval. In general we derive the new statistical robust estimator using the Weiszfeld's algorithm covariance matrix to resolve the outliers' problem in high dimensional data sets. The robust estimator can computed the results based on when > with ML SEM -test in structural equation modelling.
